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Religious views of Adolf Hitler - Wikipedia
Atheism challenges the assumption of the dilemma that God exists (or in the original
formulation, that the many gods in Greek religion existed). This eliminates the need to decide
whether God is either non-omniscient or arbitrary, and also eliminates the possibility of God as
the source of morality.

Euthyphro dilemma - Wikipedia
He also criticized atheism. Hitler was born to a practicing Catholic mother, "There may have
been a time when even parties founded on the ecclesiastical basis were a necessity. At that
time Liberalism was opposed to the Church, while Marxism was anti-religious. But that time is
past.

Occam's razor - Wikipedia
Occam's razor, Ockham's razor, Ocham's razor (Latin: novacula Occami), or law of parsimony
(Latin: lex parsimoniae) is the problem-solving principle that "entities should not be multiplied
without necessity", or more simply, the simplest explanation is usually the right one. The idea is
attributed to English Franciscan friar William of Ockham (c. 1287–1347), a scholastic
philosopher and

The Necessity Of Atheism
The quotations here only include those in Michael Moncur's collection, Laura Moncur's
Motivational Quotes, and the Classic Quotes collection. Some quotations have not yet been
assigned a subject.

Spurious Synonyms, Spurious Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
Another word for spurious. Find more ways to say spurious, along with related words,
antonyms and example phrases at Thesaurus.com, the world's most trusted free thesaurus.

The Problem of Evil (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
Diller distinguishes local atheism, which denies the existence of one sort of God, from global
atheism, which is the proposition that there are no Gods of any sort—that all legitimate
concepts of God lack instances. Global atheism is a very difficult position to justify (Diller 2016:
11–16).
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Religious views of Adolf Hitler - Wikipedia
He also criticized atheism. Hitler was born to a practicing Catholic mother, "There may have
been a time when even parties founded on the ecclesiastical basis were a necessity. At that
time Liberalism was opposed to the Church, while Marxism was anti-religious. But that time is
past.

Famous Quotes by Subject - The Quotations Page
Intrinsically definition, by nature; as a necessary or inseparable element or quality: As
intrinsically social beings, humans cannot achieve even basic survival without connecting and
forming relationships with others. See more.

Atheism and Agnosticism (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
In others, that there is a necessary being, having its necessity of itself. None of these
conclusions involves any claims about the moral character of the entity in question, let alone
the claim that it is a morally perfect person. William L. (1979). “The Problem of Evil and Some
Varieties of Atheism,” American Philosophical Quarterly
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